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NEW QUESTION: 1
IEEE 802.11r-2008 or fast BSS transition (FT), also called
"fast roaming," Which 802.11 standard performs the PTK
calculations in advance to enable fast client roaming?
A. 802.1 11i
B. 802 1 11w
C. 802.1 11r
D. 802.1 11k
Answer: C
Explanation:
Explanation
802.11r, which is the IEEE standard for fast roaming,
introduces a new concept of roaming where the initial handshake
with the new AP is done even before the client roams to the
target AP, which is called Fast Transition (FT). The initial
handshake allows the client and APs to do the Pairwise
Transient Key (PTK) calculation in advance. These PTK keys are
applied to the client and AP after the client does the
reassociation request or response exchange with new target AP.
https://www.cisco.com/c/en/us/td/docs/wireless/controller/techn
otes/80211r-ft/b-80211r-dg.html
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Answer: A,D
Explanation:
Explanation
References:
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/cli/azure/role/assignment?view
=azure-cli-latest#az-role-assignment-create
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/module/azurerm.reso
urces/new-azurermroleassignment?view=azure

NEW QUESTION: 3
You have an Azure Active Directory (Azure AD) tenant named
contoso.com that contains the users shown in the following
table.
You create and enforce an Azure AD Identity Protection user
risk policy that has the following settings:
Assignment: Include Group1, Exclude Group2
Conditions: Sign-in risk of Medium and above
Access: Allow access, Require password change
For each of the following statements, select Yes if the
statement is true. Otherwise, select No.
NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point.
Answer:
Explanation:
Explanation
Box 1: Yes
User1 is member of Group1. Sign in from unfamiliar location is
risk level Medium.
Box 2: Yes
User2 is member of Group1. Sign in from anonymous IP address is
risk level Medium.

Box 3: No
Sign-ins from IP addresses with suspicious activity is low.
Note:
Azure AD Identity protection can detect six types of suspicious
sign-in activities:
Users with leaked credentials
Sign-ins from anonymous IP addresses
Impossible travel to atypical locations
Sign-ins from infected devices
Sign-ins from IP addresses with suspicious activity
Sign-ins from unfamiliar locations
These six types of events are categorized in to 3 levels of
risks - High, Medium &amp; Low:
References:
http://www.rebeladmin.com/2018/09/step-step-guide-configure-ris
k-based-azure-conditional-access-policies/
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